אודותינו קריירה כלים הירשם

המקצוענים שלנו תחומי התמחות פרסומים ומקורות גלריית סרטים

 לרשימת המקצוענים המלאה

In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson Panitch discusses strong patents at
the 2018 Our Crowd Global Investor Summit.

OurCrowd Global Investor 2018
Summit
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In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch discusses strong patents at the 2018
Our Crowd Global Investor Summit.

The IMVC deep vision session
In this video Gerson Panitch is opening the
deep vision session at the Israeli Machine
Vision Conference.

The Israeli Patent Market
In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch and a number of Israeli innovators
discuss the current Intellectual Propery
landscape in Israel. Currently, the country is
alive with IP innovation, which means that it is
especially important for Israeli inventors and
technology companies to build strong patent
portfolios to protect their inventions. In a
competitive market like Israel, the value of a
W ith PDFmyURL anyone can convert entire websites to PDF!

Patent Strategy
In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch discusses what it means to develop a
patent strategy. In today"s rapidly changing
and extremely aggressive marketplace, it is
no longer enough to simply file a patent and
hope for the best. If a company truly wants to
protect the value of their innovations, then it"s
necessary to develop a dedicated patent
strategy that iteratively evaluates blocks
potential avenues where competitors may
step around a patent. Undertaking a process
like this may cost more up-front, but by
developing a proactive patent strategy, a
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Patent Wars





Today"s technological landscape of
innovation and disruption is punctuated by
brutal patent wars, in which competitors take
to the courts and try the strength of each
others" patent portfolios. In this video,
Jonathan Caras, Co-Founder & CTO of Glide,
and Finnegan attorney Gerson Panitch
discuss how companies who are on the
cutting edge of technological innovation can
anticipate and protect themselves from
expensive and time-consuming patent wars.
As more industries follow in the footsteps of
the notorious "Smartphone Wars" that have
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Cultivating an IP Culture
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Automotive Patents
In this video, Aquarius Co-Founder & CMO of
Aquarius Gal Fridman and Finnegan attorney
Gerson Panitch discuss the IP landscape of
the automotive industry. Like many tech
industries, the automotive industry is entering
a number of patent wars that may decide the
future of certain automotive technologies,
including as engines, machine vision, and
driverless technology. As such, it is very
important for Israeli companies in the
automotive industry to seek out strong IP
counsel to help ensure that they are able to
thrive in an increasingly competitive market.

Patenting Disposables
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utilizes those products. By adopting a
strategy that involves that patenting of
disposables, companies can protect future
profit streams.
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Software Patents
In this video, OffLA Co-Founder Yuval Raz
and Finnegan attorney Gerson Panitch
discuss software patents. Currently, there is
some confusion as to whether or not software
is patentable. While software is patentable,
there are many specific rules and bestpractices that must be followed in order to
avoid that software being classified by the
patent office as "abstract." Here at Finnegan,
we have a proprietary approach to designing
software patents that can help clients to avoid
some of the most common pitfalls in the
software patenting process.

Patents for Startups
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differentiates the company from other
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Pharmaceutical Patents
This video is for informational purposes, is
not intended to constitute legal advice, and
may be considered advertising under
applicable state laws. This video is only the
opinion of the authors and is not attributable
to Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett &
Dunner, LLP, or the firm"s clients.

Machine Vision Patents
In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch discusses developments in machine
vision technology and their implication on
machine vision patents. In Israel, there are a
lot of exciting innovations occurring in
machine vision, which means that there are a
lot of opportunities for creative patenting.
According to Panitch, one of the easiest
mistakes to make when drafting a patent in an
industry like machine vision is to patent an
algorithm or other technical nuance that is too
easy for a competitor to step around. By
creating a patent that focuses on user
W ith PDFmyURL anyone can convert entire websites to PDF!

Medical Device Patents
In this video, FInnegan attorney Jennifer
Swann and several Israeli medical device
innovators discuss patenting medical devices
in the Israeli market. In particular, Panitch
analyzes the potential problems with
patenting methods instead of the medical
devices themselves. This is not to suggest
that method claims are not valuable, but it
does indicate that there are opportunities to
construct medical device patents in ways that
block manufacturers, and not just
practitioners.
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This video is for informational purposes, is
not intended to constitute legal advice, and
may be considered advertising under
applicable state laws. This video is only the
opinion of the authors and is not attributable
to Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett &
About
OurorIPtheFirm
Dunner, LLP,
firm"s clients.
This video is for informational purposes, is
not intended to constitute legal advice, and
may be considered advertising under
applicable state laws. This video is only the
opinion of the authors and is not attributable
to Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett &
Dunner, LLP, or the firm"s clients.
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Litigation Experience
In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch discusses some of the "dirty secrets"
of the patent industry. Most notably, he
argues that less than five percent of all
granted patents are actually valuable. This is
not because patents are inherently worthless,
but because it is difficult to monetize the value
of a patent unless it is constructed to
sucessfully block competitors. Watch this clip
to learn more about the strategy behind
valuable patents.
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others from
discovering them. Patents make inventions
public, and although they do place a time limit
on when a certain invention can be protected,
they are not indefinite, which means that the
invention will eventually be available for public
use. This is an important consideration when
developing a long-term intellectual property
strategy.
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Sophisticated Investors
In this video, Finnegan attorney Gerson
Panitch discusses scenarios in which a
company"s patent portfolio can make or
break a relationship with a savvy investor.

חזרה למעלה

This video is for informational purposes, is
not intended to constitute legal advice, and
may be considered advertising under
ברהapplicable
ינ י ות החstate
 מדlaws.
ט י ותThis
 פרvideo 
 
is only the
opinion of the authors and is not attributable
to Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett &
Dunner, LLP, or the firm"s clients.
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